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ABSTRACT
The majority of music consumption nowadays takes place on mu-
sic streaming platforms. Whichever artists, albums, or songs are
exposed to consumers on these platforms therefore greatly influ-
ences what music is ultimately consumed. As a result, the impact of
these platforms on artists—their main item providers—is consider-
able. The recommender systems at the core of streaming platforms,
though, have traditionally been developed focusing on end con-
sumer objectives. Only recently, researchers have started to include
item provider objectives, though rarely through reaching out to
item providers directly. By omitting this important stakeholder’s
point of view, we risk not understanding what artists value most,
and might miss first-hand ideas on how to improve streaming plat-
forms and recommender systems. Therefore, we conducted semi-
structured interviews to capture the artists’ view. Specifically, we
explore artists’ considerations regarding fairness, transparency, and
diversity in music recommender systems, and the role artists envi-
sion for streaming platforms regarding those topics. We identify
some topics with a clear consensus among artists, such as desiring
more control over which music is recommended to whom, and
expecting streaming platforms to actively increase music diver-
sity in recommendations. In contrast, artists’ opinions differ on
whether platforms should actively intervene in recommender sys-
tems to, e.g., increase localization or gender balance. Further, we
observe that artists often take user preferences into account and
even suggest new platform functionality to benefit both users and
item providers. We encourage utilizing these insights when design-
ing and evaluating music streaming platforms and recommender
systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Music streaming platforms have become one of the major resources
for music consumption [44, 61]. With a vast amount of music tracks
available on these platforms1, music recommendation has not only
become a commodity to help music listeners navigate this enor-
mous offer, but even a necessity. The most common use for music
recommender systems (MRS) is to provide a user with the most
suited tracks or artists in the right context [55]. Users then pay
attention to what they are exposed to [10]. As a result, what is
presented on music streaming platforms—and what is promoted
through the algorithmic recommendations in particular—strongly
influences what users will consume there. This, in turn, impacts
music artists, whose contributions make up the core value of the
platforms: artists are their main item providers [2]. Eventually,
exposure and attention to the items shape the music streaming
ecosystem at large [23].

Due to their prevalence and impact in many domains, there is a
general need to make online platforms fair environments [13]. A
big challenge in this realm is to define what fairness connotes and
entails, as this may vary across stakeholder groups [59]. What is
more, when developing, optimizing, and evaluating a recommender
system (RS), it is important to specifically define and address the
goal that should be achieved with the very system in the very con-
text [33, 71]. This may require looking into domain and application
specifics, as findings from one context do not necessarily gener-
alize to other contexts [32, 33]. This also holds true for research
on and development of fair RS. In our work, we zoom in on the
music domain; we delve into the specific context of music streaming
platforms with the ultimate goal of encouraging increasing artist
fairness in MRS.

In the music domain, several works address RS fairness. This
can be done from different stakeholders’ perspectives (for a recent
overview, see Dinnissen and Bauer [11]). For instance, fairness
has been addressed from the user perspective (e.g., [4, 14, 38]),
the artist perspective (e.g., [17, 22, 49]), and the perspectives of
multiple stakeholders (e.g., [44, 49]). Despite the existence of such
different perspectives, the majority of works to date address user
fairness [11]. In comparison, research addressing item provider
180–90 million tracks as of 2022, cf. https://newsroom.spotify.com/company-info/ and
https://www.apple.com/apple-music/
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fairness is scarce, with the exception of, e.g., Ferraro et al. [22]
addressing the gender imbalance among recommended artists, and
Knees et al. [36] investigating biases across record labels.

In addition, researchers of RS in general have rarely reached
out to item providers to understand what they consider fair, and
especially how a RS should work to be considered a fair one. The
music domain is no exception, with very limited research (e.g., [23])
directly reaching out to item providers. Therefore, our research
builds on and extends this previous work. While Ferraro et al.’s [23]
study is limited to a sample of 9 artists, all from Spanish-speaking
countries, we address the topic in a different cultural setting: the
Netherlands. This country moderately to strongly differs in all six
of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions [29], compared to the countries
from which the Spanish-speaking artists originate [30]. Studies in
different cultural contexts provide insights far beyond reproducibil-
ity as, e.g., recently shown in the context of music information
retrieval [37]. We also add to previous work by considering a larger
sample here, allowing us to present the views of more different
types of artists. Lastly, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the
music landscape [34, 58], but, again, no work has reached out yet to
artists to understand the impact of these changes on their fairness
perspectives regarding MRS. In our work, we therefore explore the
artist perspective on fairness of music streaming platforms and in
particular their MRS, guided by the following research questions:

• RQ1: What do artists consider to be fair in music streaming
platforms and embedded recommender systems?

• RQ2: Which role do artists envision for music streaming
platforms with regard to fairness, diversity, and transparency
of their recommender systems?

The contribution of our work is three-fold. First, for a set of
fairness aspects, we confirm the findings of Ferraro et al. [23], yet
in another cultural context. Second, our study contributes valu-
able new insights concerning what artists consider fair: additional
topics are introduced, and on some fairness aspects our sample’s
responses contradicted or were more nuanced than previous stud-
ies. Third, our work offers concrete ideas for new user interface
(UI) functionality that could increase fairness. With the insights our
research adds, we contribute to a better understanding of fairness in
MRS from the artist perspective, and provide an informed basis for
the design of fair MRS.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: In Section 2,
we present the conceptual basis and discuss related work. Then,
in Section 3, we detail the methods, including the interview pro-
cedure and participant description. Section 4 constitutes the core
part of this paper, where we present insights from the interviews.
We discuss our results in Section 5, and conclude with a summary
of contributions, limitations, and future research directions in Sec-
tion 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
Here, we first show that RS involve multiple stakeholders. We out-
line fairness conceptualization work, demonstrating that fairness
is multifaceted and embraces issues like popularity bias, diversity,
and the cold start problem. The discussion shows that it is an open
issue to define ‘what is fair’, making it important to involve and
understand all stakeholders.

Fairness and stakeholders of music recommender systems. The
advent of music streaming platforms has changed the music land-
scape [5, 67], which has strongly affected artists [12]. Therein, the
RS that are integrated into these platforms play an especially impor-
tant role [48]. Many factors make these RS prone to biases, resulting
in unfair outcomes [13] for end consumers (users) [14, 62] and item
providers [3, 15] alike. This holds true in the music domain (e.g.,
[4, 38] for user perspective, [17, 22] for artist perspective). However,
even though RS may affect both user and item provider fairness,
most research focuses on recommendation value for users [32, 45].
This phenomenon also occurs in general research on fairness in in-
formation access systems [13], and inMRS research specifically [11].
As an exception, a recent survey on RS fairness discusses more pub-
lications on item provider fairness than user fairness [69]. In this
work, we add new insights about the item provider perspective by
putting artists in the loop.

Conceptualization of fairness. There is a multitude of definitions
of (algorithmic) fairness; for an overview, see Hutchinson and
Mitchell [31]. A commonly adopted approach is to distinguish two
main categories in measuring fairness: individual fairness and group
fairness. Individual fairness requires that individuals are treated in
a similar way. Group fairness compares the outcome across groups
and seeks some type of equivalence between groups of individ-
uals that share a characteristic. Hereby, the challenge is that we
may define individuals as similar or dissimilar according to various
characteristics. For instance, anti-discrimination regulations clearly
define so-called ‘protected groups’ according to characteristics such
as gender, age, ethnicity, and nationality, and explicitly prohibit
unfair treatment for those protected groups [1, 7, 18, Art. 21]. We
note that group fairness compares the outcome; thus, while it might
be useful to include characteristics of (protected) groups in user
modeling to allow for a better adapted service, this must not result
in outcomes that discriminate against a protected group.

However, unfairness may also occur on other grounds than char-
acteristics protected by law. For instance, many recommendation
approaches are prone to popularity bias [16], which may, e.g., in-
crease the gap between highly popular artists and (in comparison)
less popular ones. This issue is particularly accentuated for new
artists, who first need to reach a decent amount of item ratings
before a MRS can consider their items in the recommendations
(new-item cold start problem [56]). Popularity bias may, in turn,
also result in fairness issues from the user perspective, as users with
preferences aligned with the mainstream tend to get better recom-
mender results compared to users with preferences beyond what is
generally popular [38]. Further, fairness issues may arise with re-
gard to artists of different career lengths [49], different genres [49],
or across artist types (e.g., solo artists, bands) [21]. In addition, we
have to consider intersectionality [8], as sometimes unfairness may
only be revealed by looking at combinations of characteristics.

In the conceptualization of fairness, domain-specifics should be
considered. For instance, viewpoint diversification is relevant in
news recommendation [65] but not in the fashion domain. Fairness
across genres might be relevant in music, but not in the health
domain where ‘genre’ is irrelevant. Further, gender imbalance is a
highly topical subject in the music sector (e.g., [28, 68, 70]) and may
thus be particularly relevant there. In domains related to cultural
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content, research on the broader social role also needs to center
culture as a core concept and challenge [20].

It is important to note that, though fairness and diversity are
different [50], there is a link between these concepts [46]. While
diversity is more about the variety in the representation of indi-
viduals2, fairness is about fair outcomes (i.e., not favoring some
individuals based on certain characteristics) [50]. Pitoura [50] points
out: “A diverse output is not necessarily a fair one, and a fair output
is not necessarily a diverse one.” For example, genders might be
equally represented in a set of people, which may be considered
diverse, but gender groups may still face different outcomes (e.g.,
different pay, one gender group clustered at the end of a ranked
list), which may be considered unfair. Nevertheless, diversity may
often be a means to nurture fairness [6, 35].

Similarly, transparency is often discussed in a fairness context.
Essentially, it is a prerequisite that helps assess whether a RS is
fair. In this context, Sonboli et al. [60] point out that claiming a
RS is fair is not enough; people need to understand the encoded
fairness objectives. To this end, transparency helps to perceive a
fair system indeed as fair. We will explore artists’ considerations
regarding fairness of MRS, and specifically capture which aspects
they consider most relevant on this topic.

Stakeholder involvement. Notably, research inquiring stakehold-
ers directly about their desires and needs concerning RS fairness
is scarce [13], though some first research surfaces in this direction.
For instance, some works take the user perspective and explore
users’ opinions on what fair treatment connotes in the context of
algorithmic recommenders, and which RS features and capabili-
ties are desired in this respect [26, 60]. With a large-scale survey,
Helberger et al. [27] investigate why and under which conditions
people accept algorithmic decision-making as fair. Ferraro et al.
[23] take the item provider perspective and study music artists per-
ceptions and demands concerning fairness in the context of MRS.
While not addressing fairness specifically, the work by Siles et al.
[57] demonstrates that it is impactful to reach out to artists to better
understand the impact of music streaming platforms—and playlists
in particular—on artists. Overall, though, little is to date known
about what users or item providers expect from a RS with respect
to fairness [13]. In this work, we conduct interviews with artists
to understand their perspective on the impact of music streaming
platforms, and also explore their ideas for potential improvement
to eventually help inform the design of fairer MRS.

3 METHODS
To understand artists’ perspectives on the current music stream-
ing platforms and their embedded MRS, we conducted 14 semi-
structured interviews in the Netherlands from January through
March 2022. As the interviews took place during the COVID-19
pandemic, all interviews except one were held online. Here, we de-
scribe the participant sample (Subsection 3.1), the interview process
and protocol (Subsection 3.2), and the analytical process (Subsec-
tion 3.3). The research methods were reviewed and approved by
the Utrecht University Science-Geosciences Ethics Review Board.

2Mitchell et al. [46] emphasize that diversity denotes variety in terms of social attributes
such as sociopolitical power differentials.

3.1 Participants
We reached out to potential interviewees via their management,
social media accounts, and through personal networks (and their
respective networks). We paid particular attention to diversity in
age, gender, audience reach (i.e., international, national, local)3,
genre, lyrics language, and record label affiliation4. This resulted
in 14 interviews with currently active music artists living in the
Netherlands. For music groups consisting of several members, we
offered the possibility for two members to be interviewed together.
Therefore, 3 interviews were held with two artists simultaneously,
and 11 interviews with one artist. Table 1 provides an overview of
all participants, with self-reported personal characteristics.

As the purpose was to provide an in-depth and illustrative un-
derstanding of Dutch artists’ perspectives, we continued reaching
out to new participants until we reached a high level of thematic
saturation [25]. Considering our sample diversity, and our sample
size which corresponds to common research practice [9, 47], the
final sample proved to match our objectives. Yet, we note that we
do not aim to offer a view that is representative for all artists, but
rather to expand existing insights that focused solely on artists
from Spain and Latin America [23, 57].

3.2 Interview Protocol
All materials were prepared in Dutch with Ferraro et al. [23] as a
basis. These consist of a letter of invitation, an informed consent
form, a metadata questionnaire, presentation slides, and interview
questions.5

Consent form. We discussed the privacy procedures put in place
to protect participants’ identities. We emphasized that interview
audio and transcripts are kept strictly confidential, and that results
are only reported in aggregated form or pseudonymized. Hereby, we
aimed to create a safe atmosphere in which artists would feel free to
share concerns or issues regardingmusic streaming platforms or the
music industry, without fearing potential negative repercussions.

Metadata questionnaire. Participants were asked to fill out general
demographics and music background information (Table 1). Where
possible, questions contained categories as opposed to free text
fields, to prevent responses that are specific enough to identify an
artist. Participants were also free to skip any question.

Presentation. We developed slides containing a ∼12-minute in-
troduction to MRS and their integration into music streaming plat-
forms. With this, we aimed to give participants a foundational
understanding before their interview.

Interview questions. For our semi-structured interviews, we used
a set of neutrally phrased guiding questions, and optional follow-up
questions to encourage elaboration. Table 2 provides an overview
of the questions; exact phrasing can be found in our materials’
package. They were encouraged to think of music recommenda-
tion in several shapes and forms, and how any issues could be
improved. The questions referred to music streaming platforms in
general, not singling out any platform in particular. As we build

3Note that a national audience reach does not necessarily mean that the artist is only
active within one country, but rather that they consider their reach, popularity, and
social influence to be on a national level.
4‘Major label’ refers to Sony Music, Universal Music Group, or Warner Music Group.
‘Indie’ refers to labels that are independent of any major label.
5All materials can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7883507.
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Table 1: Participant information (self-reported).

Code Age Gender Audience reach Genre Lyrics language𝑎 Label affiliation

P1 26–35 Male Local Hip-Hop nl Self-published
P2 26–35 Male National Rock/Pop en Owns rights, label publishes
P3 26–35 Male Local Rock, Punk, Metal en, instrumental Self-published

P4a
P4b

26–35 Male (P4a) Local
(P4b) National/
Local

(P4a) Hardcore,
Rock, Blues
(P4b) Indie, Metal,
Cl. Rock

(P4a) nl, en,
instrumental
(P4b) en,
instrumental

(P4a) Indie label +
self-published
(P4b) Self-published

P5 26–35 Male International Dance en, instrumental Major label
P6 18–25 Non-binary Local Pop nl, en, instrumental Self-published

P7a
P7b

46–55
(P7a) Female
(P7b) Male

National Alt. Pop en Self-owned label

P8a
P8b

56–65 Female N/A Folk, World Self-invented
language Self-published

P9 18–25 Non-binary Local Rock, Pop, Folk en Self-published
P10 26–35 Male Local Neoclassical instrumental Major label + self-published
P11 36–45 Female Local 80’s Alt. Synthpop en Self-published
P12 18–25 Female Local Metal en, instrumental Indie label
P13 26–35 Female (Inter)national Indie-pop Alt. en, instrumental Indie label
P14 36–45 Male National Many nl, en, instrumental Major label

𝑎We use ISO 639-1 2-letter codes to refer to languages; cf. https://www.iso.org/iso-639-language-codes.html

on Ferraro et al. [23], questions were kept mostly the same, with
some changes to order and phrasing. We added Q11 to address the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on their career and view on
music streaming platforms, as the music landscape has changed
since 2020 [34, 58] and Ferraro et al. [23] conducted the interviews
before the pandemic.

Process. Participants were invited to read and sign the conditions
for informed consent before their interview. After this, they were
asked to fill out the metadata questionnaire, and listen to the inter-
viewer’s MRS presentation. Then, the interview recording started.
The remaining time (on average 51 minutes and 45 seconds) was
dedicated to the questions as outlined above, with the longest in-
terview lasting 60 minutes and 55 seconds, the shortest 43 minutes
and 15 seconds.

3.3 Data Processing and Qualitative Content
Analysis

The audio of each interview was recorded, transcribed, and pseudo-
nymized, with the pseudonymized transcripts counting 113, 357
words in total. A Qualitative Content Analysis [42] was done us-
ing data analysis software NVivo 12. For annotation (i.e., coding),
we started with an annotation scheme based on the codes used in
Ferraro et al. [23] (deductive). Then, we adapted those or added
new (sub-)codes based on what was mentioned in the interviews
(inductive). Overall, Annotator 1 iterated through all codes and
annotations several times. To increase coding reliability, we had

two sessions of collective coding (Annotator 1 with Annotator 2;
Annotator 1 with Annotator 3), led by Annotator 2 and Annota-
tor 3 respectively, focusing on one interview each. These sessions
lead to only minor adjustments, indicating a high level of inter-
annotator agreement. The final annotation scheme includes a total
of 16 general (top-level) codes.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we report our main results. First, addressing RQ1,
we describe what artists deem important and fair in MRS, and what
kind of improvements could be made in those areas (Subsection 4.1).
We then dedicate Subsection 4.2 to what artists’ considerations
would be if they could control recommendations of their own mu-
sic. Following this, wemove on to RQ2 and highlight artists’ view on
music streaming platform and MRS transparency (Subsection 4.3),
the role that streaming platforms currently play in artists’ careers
(Subsection 4.4), and the role artists envision for streaming plat-
form in fostering fairness and diversity (Subsection 4.5). Finally, in
Subsection 4.6, we outline new functionalities that artists suggested
to bring their fairness improvement ideas to fruition.

We refer to participants according to their codes from Table 1.
For each theme, we indicate whether there is consensus, or if artists’
opinions differ. When applicable, we compare our results with those
from previous studies ([23, 57]). We note here that artists indicate
Spotify as the streaming platform they primarily interact with and
focus on when releasing music, followed by YouTube and Apple
Music. Also, we note that while most questions aim specifically at
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Table 2: Topics and general scope of guiding interview questions.

No. Topic Question(s)

Q1 MRS experiences What are your experiences with music streaming platforms as a user, and an artist?
Q2 Platform influence How do music streaming platforms currently influence your career, and what was or would have been

different without them?
Q3 Transparency To what extent is it clear to you why MRS recommend which music to whom? Are you satisfied with

the current transparency to artists?
Q4 Control If you could control which of your music was recommended to whom, what would you do? Are you

satisfied with the current level of control you have as an artist?
Q5 New music & repertoire How should MRS balance newly released music and older music?
Q6 New artists (How) should MRS promote music from artists that are just starting their careers?
Q7 Popularity (bias) (How) should MRS promote older music that has not been played or liked often?
Q8 Localization & quotas (How) should recommendations be localized to a user’s location?
Q9 Diversity & fairness (How) should MRS promote music from artists that are from a demographic and/or historic minority

(e.g., gender)?
Q10 Influencing users (How) should MRS try to make users’ listening behavior more varied?
Q11 COVID-19 impact Has the COVID-19 pandemic influenced your view on music streaming platforms, and the role they

play in your career?
Q12 Income distribution What is your view on the current income distribution model? Do you think songs recommended by a

MRS should be worth more or less than actively selected songs?
Q13 Additions Is there something important we did not cover yet, or you wish to re-emphasize?

experiences as an artist, sometimes artists explicitly answered from
a user perspective. We indicate it when that was the case.

4.1 What Should Recommender Systems
Recommend: In General

Below, we describe artists’ considerations regarding MRS in general
(Q1), and for different fairness dimensions explicitly: novelty (Q5
and Q6); artist popularity (Q7); localization (Q8); and gender (Q9).
We also outline our observation that artists continuously keep user
preferences in mind while contemplating their answers.

New artists and music. Addressing the cold start problem, we ex-
plored how streaming platforms should handle new artists and new
music. Most artists encourage emphasizing acts who just started
releasing music on streaming platforms. P14: "You could push quite
some new bands that way, because there is simply a lot of good music
being created nowadays." Still, P2, P5, and P10 note that not all artists
can be famous, or even recommended at all. P10: "As a new artist...
to all but count on being picked up, that does kind of take the stardom
out of it. [...] It is just very difficult to become one of the greats."

Some artists want more emphasis on recommending new music,
but not necessarily from new artists (P3, P4+b, P6, P7a, P14), though
they note the complexity of this task. P7a: "It would be very desirable.
But I’m not sure whether it is [the platforms’] task. Seeing how many
new songs are added each day, that would be very tricky." P2, P3, and
P5 point out not all music is worth recommending. P2: "A lot of
it is simply... bad. So, being Spotify, how are you going to make a
selection?"

Popularity bias. Our participants report often encountering pop-
ularity bias, as a user and as an item provider. P8a describes “What
is popular will only become more popular, so that gap keeps grow-
ing.”, while P5 notes “Something the algorithm doesn’t know [is

recommended less], but that doesn’t mean [it] is not interesting." On
recommending more music from the long tail, our participants
voice similar opinions as those in Ferraro et al. [23]. They generally
agree that items from the long tail should be recommended more,
as opposed to primarily items that are already popular.

Most artists mention recommending less popular artists as an
important goal, P2: "If you could indeed add a percentage of unknown
bands, or acts, [...] that would have benefits", also noting that if users
want to discover new music, they might not care whether it is by
a popular artist (P6), see also Ferwerda et al. [24]. However, they
do not always have a clear view on how exactly that should be
achieved. In addition, recommending specific older, less popular
repertoire came up for P4b, P7a+b, P9, P13, and P14. P7b: "The old
back catalog was imported all at once in all those databases, and it is
impossible to promote it. While it might contain material that people
would love to hear." Still, P1, P2, P4b, P7b, and P10 recognize that
not all users are interested in items from the long tail. P10: "I know
there are many people that are solely looking for really famous artists,
in which case: fine, do your thing."

Location and localization. Ferraro et al. [23] contains a consider-
able discussion on whether or not to adapt recommendations based
on users’ location. They primarily discuss quotas for local music,
which some artists support and others do not. In our interviews,
artists in six interviews (P1, P3, P5, P6, P7a+b, P14) generally also
prefer more localization, with four of them noting quotas would
be a good way to achieve that, and two (P1, P14) noting they do
not, P14: "[...] then, it would become something obligatory, while you
don’t know if you [...] have the quality and the quantity." Conversely,
in four interviews (P2, P8a+b, P12, P13), participants prefer a more
global approach rather than a more localized one. Lastly, P4a+b, P9,
P10, and P11 are undecided, with P9 and P10 noting a quota would
be good in specific cases, P9: "If it really starts to stand out that there
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suddenly are a lot of Dutch artists, then it [...] can also scare people
off, and it doesn’t help anyone at all." Some artists also remark that,
when localizing, P4a: "The music does have to be worth it."

Gender fairness. In Ferraro et al. [23], there was a clear consensus
that to reach a gender balance on streaming platforms, it is war-
ranted to explicitly promote content by artists that do not identify
as men. Among our interviewees, however, there is disagreement.
Some prefer not to make any selections based on gender for recom-
mended music (P1, P3, P4a+b, P10, P12), even if that means gender
balance is not reached. P1: "Look, if someone only listens to artists
who are men, it probably has some reason." Their comments can
generally be summarized as ‘the gender of the artist should not
matter when deciding who is recommended’. Some participants
note that some users might prefer artists from a certain gender,
and actively intervening based on this aspect could decrease user
satisfaction. P12 also finds it problematic to automatically infer
the singer’s gender. P12: "[...] in our genre, sometimes you are not
able to hear if [the singer] is a man or a woman. So... how is that
being decided? And if that is [through sound analysis], it would not
be correct at all. So, [...] don’t do that!" Conversely, other artists feel
strongly that platforms should promote content by women and
non-binary artists in order to reach a balance (P2, P6, P7a+b, P8a+b,
P9, P11, P14). P14: "Yes, absolutely. [...] Women create music that
is just as good as music created by men." P9: "If you keep reflecting
what is currently happening, the gap will only become bigger. [...] if,
primarily, young boys can recognize themselves in an artist, [...] then
you’ll get more boys that make music, and fewer girls or other genders
that think: that is something that I could do, too." P5 and P13 were
undecided on the topic. P13: "Women are not some kind of helpless
children, that you have to favor all the time."

One possibility to achieve gender balance, as suggested by some
artists in Ferraro et al. [23], is enforcing a quota. Some of our partic-
ipants are open to platforms exploring this method (P7a+b, P8a+b,
P9, P11). P8a notes, “Half the world’s population is made up of women:
half–half. That’s where it should go. Because I really don’t believe that
women make worse music. [...] and if you don’t throw a quota on it, it
won’t happen. I’m convinced of that. Because, yeah, there are so many
men walking around in the music world...". Still, P7b acknowledges
that it might be challenging to choose and implement quotas in
practice. Some artists look for alternative ways to increase gender
balance as opposed to adapting algorithmic recommendations: of-
fer playlists focusing on diversity (P6, P10); hiring curators from
a diverse background (P7a+b); and encouraging women to make
music in the first place (P10, P13).

Other factors. Artists consider several other factors when ad-
dressing what MRS should focus on. Firstly, as in Ferraro et al. [23],
some artists (P3, P4a+b, P6, P7a+b) think that generally artists’ most
recent work should be recommended, as that is what represents
them at that point in time. P1: "Most artists are always like: whatever
I released last, is what I currently love to play the most." P1 and P10
would rather focus on the most popular songs, in order to have the
greatest chance of success, though P10 notes “I would start with
something that is guaranteed to be popular, and if people like it, [...]
make the switch to less popular songs." The others indicate both
should be possible, depending on artist preference.

For some final suggestions, P1, P6, P10, and P12 advise recom-
mending active acts more often. Another suggestion (P5, P7, P8a+b,
P10, P12) is increasing the ‘human factor’, e.g., through hiring more
curators to improve recommendations in playlists. Lastly, P5 wants
more focus on recommending artists’ music to users that ‘follow’
or ‘subscribe to’ them.

Emphasis on user preference. What stands out in many interviews
is the emphasis on, at minimum, studying user behavior to see
whether users want more or less of a certain type of music. It is even
often suggested to give users direct control to indicate, e.g., how
far outside their usual listening behavior recommendations should
be—a concept explored in Porcaro et al. [51], and which we further
describe in Subsection 4.6. In ten interviews, artists suggest taking
different user types into account, as studied in Sanna Passino et al.
[54]. Interestingly, P2, P5, and P11 suggest recommending more
discovery-targeted content to younger users, explaining that P2:
"they are still more focused on developing their taste." Adapting MRS
to user behavior is also mentioned in five interviews. P9: "If you see
that users are not satisfied with [discovery-oriented recommendations],
you can always decide ‘OK, then we will dial it back’."

4.2 What Should Recommender Systems
Recommend: For Artists’ Own Music

In addition to recommendations in general, we asked artists whether
they would want more control over which of their own songs are
recommended to whom, and how they would use such functionality
(Q4). Generally, artists would indeed value having more control,
often comparing it to functionality on social media platforms such
as Facebook. They experience their current lack of influence on
recommendations of their music as a shortcoming of the system.
Some do note P8a: "[...] how are you even supposed to know, as an
artist [...]. You do have to be a marketing expert for that."

When discussing factors they would consider when using such
functionality, artists distinguish between music-related and user-
related attributes. Regarding the former, artists generally either
prefer their newest songs (P7, P8, P10, P11, P14), their most popular
songs (P3, P4a+b), or having the opportunity to choose from both
(P1, P2, P12, P13). Arguments for newer songs are P1: "it simply
represents better who we currently are", and audiences being able to
recognize songs artists play at live shows (P14). For recommending
most popular songs, artists name similar arguments as in Section 4.1
(Other factors). Artists also want to select certain playlists (P1, P4a,
P10) or songs they personally prefer (P4a+b, P7a).

When considering user attributes, artists generally focus on user
music preferences. P7a: "I would certainly look into specific target
audiences." The main considered attributes are user age, location,
taste, query or goal, and which other artists a user listens to. P2:
"If you are starting to tour with a band, for example, or if you know
that a band who sounds really similar is coming to the Netherlands
for a show, [I would recommend my songs to users who listen to that
band]."

Participants would also like to influence which other artists
they are associated with on a platform, specifically referring to
Spotify’s ‘Fans also like’ section. Only P5 is satisfied with the artists
shown there. Others criticize the suggestions as not being discovery-
oriented enough (P1, P7b), or too focused on geographical proximity,
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while artists have nothing in common otherwise (P1, P11, P13). P11:
"[...] they do not even come close to the style of my music. So, only
because I’m Dutch and they are Dutch." This corresponds to findings
from Tofalvy and Koltai [66], who note that self-published or indie
label-published artists tend to be paired with artists from their own
country, regardless of genre.

Finally, P6 and P13 indicate they have no preference for their
music’s recommendations, P13: "[recommend] everything [to] ev-
erybody." Only P8a suggests not trying to control everything that
happens to one’s music once it has been released, P8a: "When you’ve
made something, [...] you need to let go [at some point], you shouldn’t
want to influence it anymore."

4.3 Transparency of Platforms and
Recommender Systems

In Ferraro et al. [23], artists described their desire for more trans-
parent music streaming platforms, wanting to know especially how
their integrated RS make decisions. In response to Q3, our partici-
pants largely share this sentiment (P1, P2, P3, P5, P8a+b, P10, P12),
indicating that the current systems are not transparent, making
it challenging for artists to respond or react to them. P1: "You’re
just trying random things, you have no idea why it works and why
it doesn’t." P2: "[Algorithmically generated playlists] sometimes feel
completely random. [...] I do somewhat understand that it’s a trick of
the trade. [...] But it would sometimes be handier [to have more in-
sight] because then you can respond to it." Most of them also express
that they would delve into such insights if available, P10: "[...] how
did people find me? [...] because they were listening to that one artist,
or because they were listening to a certain flow, or..." P2, P5, P7a+b,
P10, P11, and P14 do appreciate the information that is already
available for them, which (in early 2022) primarily focuses on play
counts and audience statistics. Only P4a+b are not sure they would
use such insights, noting P4a: "but how would I benefit from that?
[...] then you would really focus on creating music that users like,
instead of creating music you find cool yourself." Lastly, P6 notes that
even if transparency would be improved, P6: "[...] it is of no benefit
to you. [...] you can’t steer your audience with other behavior because
Spotify does that itself. As an artist, you currently have no influence
on it at all."

4.4 Current Platform Impact
In our interviews, we notice artists mostly do not view MRS as
independent entities, but see such systems as being part of a bigger
whole: the music streaming platforms in which they are embedded.
Therefore, we need to consider how those platforms impact and in-
fluence artists currently (Q2 and Q11, described here), and whether
this could be leveraged to improve fairness and diversity in MRS
and the music industry as a whole (Q9 and Q10, Subsection 4.5).

Reaching an audience. First of all, artists note that streaming
platforms simultaneously make it easier to share music, and more
difficult for new artists to reach an audience, confirming earlier
research [23]. Most artists note that these platforms make it P4a:
"very straightforward to drop [all songs] to a very large network", in
an instant. Conversely, P3, P6, P7a, and P8a+b acknowledge that
just releasing songs on a streaming platform without investing in

additional marketing activities does not help in reaching an audi-
ence. P8b notes being somewhat disillusioned, P8b: "when we just
started [adding our music to streaming platforms], I actually—yeah,
maybe that was naive—expected it would have a bit more... impact."
P5, P6, P8a+b, and P10 even indicate that through streaming plat-
forms, it is more difficult for artists to connect with their audience
compared to before those platforms existed. This was also noted
in Siles et al. [57]. Several artists even remark that if their career
would have started nowadays, they doubt whether they would have
been able to break through (P5), or would have been booked for a
major Dutch festival (P8a+b). Some artists also recognize that their
income from selling physical records has decreased, P13: "Now, for
example, people at the merch[andise] table [...] ask ‘is your music
available on Spotify’, then you say ‘yes’, and then they say ‘OK’ and
walk away again."

Playlists. The prevalence and importance of curated playlists
(i.e., playlists created by an editor) is frequently mentioned. This
corresponds to Siles et al. [57] but is not emphasized to the same
extent in Ferraro et al. [23]. Spotify is mentioned in particular.
P1, P5, P7b, and P11 note being on certain curated playlists all
but guarantees thousands of plays, sometimes even per day, and
the corresponding income. Therefore, they observe that artists
generally focus on curated playlists more than on having their
music recommended by MRS; if a track is added to a certain curated
playlist, it will be algorithmically recommended later, too. P7b: "[The
curator] told us: ‘I can do something with [a certain song]. I will put
it on a list.’ And after that, that song was played a couple of million
times. So it’s that simple", also underlining a feeling among part of
the artists that curators are effectively gatekeepers (see McKelvey
and Hunt [43]). Reaching these curators can be challenging (P1, P2,
P7a+b, P8a+b, P10, P12, P13). P1: "We tried to get a hold of the right
people [...] but it is almost impossible to reach a person at Spotify
in the first place, ever." P12 and P13 note that other parties, e.g.,
record labels and shareholders, are in a better position to reach and
influence them than independent artists are.

Playlists are also mentioned as a cause of disconnect between
users and artists. P5 and P11 note users mainly use playlists on shuf-
fle, sometimes in the background, which P10 confirms especially
for contemporary classical music. All three voice concerns that this
way of consuming makes the step significantly bigger for users to
visit the artist page, and eventually connect through social media
elsewhere. If their music is primarily consumed through a playlist,
artists risk not building their career outside of the streaming plat-
form, P5: "Many of my colleagues have huge streaming play counts
on Spotify, [...] but are not booked for any shows, have no followers
on social media at all."

Narrowing diversity. Another aspect the artists consider is stream-
ing platforms’ influence on diversity—of both the created songs
and the song recommendations. Regarding the former, several par-
ticipants note feeling that artists’ creativity is limited by the way
RS work (P2, P5, P7a+b, P8a, P9). They experience that accessible
songs are more often added to curated playlists, and algorithmi-
cally recommended. Therefore, they indicate feeling pressure to
adopt practices to make their songs more eligible for consumption
through streaming, corresponding to earlier findings [57], and note
that this makes contemporary songs and albums as a whole less
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diverse. Artists also experience more focus on releasing individual
tracks as opposed to albums (P2, P8a, P13), and songs becoming
shorter (P1, P2, P5, P9).

On users’ listening behavior on streaming platforms, most artists
mention that it is often passive and less curious, resulting in users’
music taste generally becoming less diverse. P6: "More and more,
simply, in a bubble. [...] There is less and less tension, it makes you
very passive." Several artists describe this effect as a vicious circle
P4b: "of things that are recommended to you all the time." P2 fears
for the next generations, P3: "[If you] only constantly push what
[users] already like, what kind of generation will there be in 20, 30
years? Stiff, pigeonholing even more." Artists generally do recognize
that platforms need to cater to users’ preferences to some extent so
users—still creatures of habits—stay happy.

Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. All participants feel the em-
phasis on streaming was amplified during the COVID-19 pandemic
due to the lack of live shows, making it all the more important to
focus on fairness of streaming platforms and integrated MRS. P1,
P2, P6, and P13 indicate that during the pandemic, digital stream-
ing is the only way to reach a new or existing audience, and that
it has become artists’ main source of income, where that used to
be ticket sales for live shows. P9, P10, and P13 therefore indicate
having delved deeper into utilizing streaming to reach an audience.
Concerning staying relevant without being able to play live shows,
P7a+b and P13 feel an increased pressure to continuously keep
releasing new songs, P13: "[...] always releasing something, show
people you’re still alive." P7a: "Indeed, it is far [...] from what you’d
actually like to do. But well, it [currently] is the only platform." Some
participants, though, do not experience this pressure, either because
they did not look into streaming (P3, P4a+b) or do not notice a big
difference (P14).

4.5 Platform Role in Fairness and Diversity
Improvement

Next, we describe insights on whether platforms should use their
influence to improve fairness and diversity (Q9 and Q10). We also
describe responses to Q12 regarding income distribution.

Fostering fairness. Firstly, we asked participants how they see
the platforms’ role in improving fairness for historically underrep-
resented (demographic) minorities. Generally, artists emphasize the
platforms’ position of power, which comes with a responsibility.
P8a: "They already have a role. [...] you can’t escape that responsi-
bility anymore, I think, as a streaming service." They also note the
positive impact streaming platforms could have if they offered more
content from a diverse set of artists. P9: "Diversity in some aspects,
in turn, will contribute to diversity in other aspects. If there are artists
from many age groups, you will get different music because they all
grew up in other music eras." Still, some artists note they do not
expect much in this area, because P7b: "[I don’t think] the streaming
service is helped by doing that. The goal is still, primarily, to make
sure people do not click away, or pause their music. So everything
that distracts from that [...] is counterproductive." P13 also remarks
“Does a platform have to be completely fair anyway? Because if you
would visit a music store—which everyone glorifies when discussing
Spotify or something—you also have someone working there who has

a specific taste and limited knowledge. So, [...] it is not completely
correct, saying it was fairer [back] then."

Fostering diversity. Secondly, without exception, all our intervie-
wees distinctly express that platforms should encourage users to
step outside of their usual bubbles. P6: "I think [recommending more
diverse items] would be super cool to broaden some people’s horizons.
That, too, is... quite a challenge nowadays." Most artists even feel
diversity across genres should be fostered, to let users have more
new experiences. Some artists indicate that current algorithmic rec-
ommendations lack in this respect, and platforms should take more
risks, P1: "Well, if you already listen to artist A, one can be almost
100% sure that you are also already listening to artist B, so why is
[that artist] still recommended?" Eight artists do note that the user
should still be sufficiently satisfied with their recommendations
because P8b: "if the user then drops out [...] it obviously is not an
improvement." A smaller part of discovery-oriented songs might
also be a solution, P12: "[...] keep 80% of what the listener clicked on,
and searched for, and 20% of ‘oh, let’s show this as well’." P4a+b, P13,
and P14 focus on respecting user taste even more, describing that
some people prefer listening to familiar things and not discovering
new music at all times, or even at all. P13: "I don’t think people are
obliged to discover new music all the time, it is very nice as well to
have a style or a taste, and to surrender to that."

Income distribution. Lastly, we discuss fairness in income from
streaming platforms. Most artists remark they are not satisfied with
income distribution from these platforms in general. When asked
whether the payout for algorithmically recommended music should
be higher or lower than for music directly queried by the user, there
was no clear consensus. Some artists note queried content should
be worth more (P7b, P12, P14), less (P10), or all worth the same (P1,
P4a+b, P11, P13), and some indicate being unsure (P6, P8a+b, P9).
Still, some artists note P7a: "If [streaming platforms] could just pay
more, then a lot of issues will already be solved, I think."

4.6 New Functionality
To finish our result outline, we note that nearly all artists suggested
new functionalities for streaming platforms. According to them,
those functionalities could simultaneously tackle artist fairness
issues, and be welcomed by users. For instance, it could be made
easier to connect artists more deeply with their audience by linking
social media to their streaming platform artist profile (P5, P6, P10),
though P5 notes “it would do [streaming platforms] credit, but they
will probably never do that." Another suggestion is to offer pop-ups
to users that have listened to music by an artist often but have not
visited the artist’s profile yet (P10). Participants also propose to
make playlists designated to a certain goal, such as offering more
diverse content (P3, P6, P7a+b, P9, P10, P11, P13), addressing the cold
start problem (P3, P10), P3: "Make a playlist containing only songs
that have never been listened to [by anyone], but is [personalized] to
some extent", or highlighting songs from a specific region (P7a+b,
P11, P13). Another possible goal is shedding light on earlier work
(P7b). One way to achieve that, suggested by P7b, is through a
playlist consisting of long tail songs that were released exactly 10,
20, or 30 years ago. Finally, several artists suggest increased user
control by letting users decide which songs to exclude or include in
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recommendations (P7a+b) or integrating sliders or filters in the UI
(P4a+b, P6, P11, P13), P11: "Just like at Zalando, [selecting yourself:]
‘well, I want bands, not famous, a little bit in that genre, very new...’."

5 DISCUSSION
Here, we discuss where our results correspond to earlier findings,
our additional or contradictory findings to earlier work, and we
close with suggestions on how to address the various ideas for
improvement.

Confirming earlier findings. On various topics, our results corrob-
orate earlier findings [23, 57]. Our participants agree that the advent
of music streaming platforms made it much easier to distribute mu-
sic, though they observe that those systems make it even harder to
break through as an unknown artist. Popularity bias is mentioned
as further amplifying those difficulties for unknown artists. Plat-
forms’ influence on artists’ creative process and song releasing
strategy is generally recognized. Our participants also underline
the importance of being added to (curated) playlists, which in turn
increases algorithmic recommendations of their music. Regarding
transparency, we confirm the perceived lack of MRS clarity and
desire for more information about the inner workings of major plat-
forms’ MRS. Finally, the artists generally desire more control over
how their music is recommended, and have similar considerations
to those in Ferraro et al. [23].

Additional & contradictory findings. Firstly, across our interviews,
artists observed that the COVID-19 pandemic amplified the power
of platforms. They also argued that users’ music taste has become
less diverse, partly due to users engaging with music from specific
artists less, andmore through playlists. Resulting from the perceived
lack of diversity, participants urged to break users out of their bubble
and let them discover music outside their typical taste, contrary
to previous research in which Spanish-speaking artists noted “[a]
system should not influence the user’s taste” [23]. One suggested
way to increase diversity while keeping user’s preferences in mind,
is giving users more active control in which music is recommended
to them. This could be through UI functionalities such as sliders and
filters, or through more designated playlists with, e.g., less known
artists or non-western artists. As artists feel platforms have the
responsibility to use their power to foster diversity in recommen-
dations to users and increase fairness for artists, this can be taken
as advice to MRS researchers and platform developers as a whole.
Still, on intervening in MRS to reach gender balance, the statements
in our interviews were a lot more nuanced than in Ferraro et al.
[23], with several artists (4 identifying as male, 1 as female) being
against platforms intervening on this aspect. Participants for whom
intervening based on artist gender specifically invoked resistance
did not always clearly articulate the reason why they regard this
aspect differently compared to other fairness dimensions. Based on
their comments, we infer that these participants either view gender
balance as a less important issue, or fundamentally object to using
gender as a feature in RS. On localization, while Spanish-speaking
artists unanimously supported promoting local content more, four
Dutch artists in fact prefer a more globalized approach. Lastly, while
Spanish-speaking artists noted it is important to provide music’s
context (e.g., the message behind songs or artists), the artists in our

sample put more emphasis on lacking social context; they desire
more ways for users to connect with the artist behind the music,
e.g., through social media or pop-ups.

While the differences between the two samples might be re-
lated to the differences regarding Hofstede’s six dimensions, our
approach does not allow for drawing conclusions on this aspect.
Yet, in line with Knees et al. [37], we see it is crucial to consider
cultural context, as adopting a study design in a different cultural
context may provide new insights.

Suggestions. Based on these insights, we share five suggestions
that could increase fairness, diversity and transparency:

(1) By using active interventions in recommendations, ranging
from re-ranking to implementing quotas, several fairness
and diversity improvements could be realized. This would
benefit artists and users alike.

(2) By improving facilities for artists to connect with their audi-
ence, streaming platforms could contribute to a more lasting
bond between artists and their listener base. This could be
achieved, e.g., by connecting artists’ social media accounts
to their profiles, or by more actively enticing users to visit
artists’ profiles. Artists expect that improving such facilities
would, in turn, contribute to nurturing fairness.

(3) Offering explanations could improve MRS transparency [64],
but more research is needed to understand how exactly. We
expect recent advancements in governmental regulations,
such as the Digital Services Act for countries in the Euro-
pean Union, to have a positive impact on transparency. Such
frameworks oblige online platforms to “establish a powerful
transparency and a clear accountability” [19].

(4) By increasing artists’ control over which of their music is
recommended to whom, artists could adapt their song recom-
mendations to their overall strategy. Novel campaign tools
such as Spotify’s ‘Marquee’6, which allows a more focused
music release strategy, might be the start of more progress
in this respect.

(5) Increasing users’ control might encourage the exploration
and discovery of new items. For example, slider functional-
ities ([39, 40]) or tag-based filtering might be employed to
give users control over what they are recommended, and
facilitate personalized exploration on dimensions beyond
genre exploration.

We encourage to further explore these topics, whilst also study-
ing the implication of such implementations.

6 CONCLUSION
In this study based on semi-structured interviews with 14 music
artists, we addressed item providers’ perspectives on the impact of
music streaming platforms, and explored their considerations on
MRS fairness. Our contribution is three-fold. First, for a set of fair-
ness aspects, our results confirm earlier findings [23], yet in another
cultural context. Second, our study contributes valuable additional
insights to the previous study, with more nuanced responses on
some fairness aspects (e.g., gender balance, localization). It is im-
portant to more closely explore those aspects. Third, our work

6https://artists.spotify.com/marquee
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contributes concrete ideas for fairness and user control-enhancing
UI functionalities on music streaming platforms.

Our study comes with a set of limitations, the first one relating
to focusing on artists from one country. While a limitation in terms
of generalization, it makes a clear comparison with different cul-
tures in past and future work possible. Further, this study relied
upon a volunteer sample, raising questions about who chose to
volunteer and who did not [53]. Moreover, the interview setting
could have resulted in social desirability response bias: a tendency
for participants to frame their views in ways they believed were
expected from or valued by the interviewer [41, 52].

In terms of future work, our suggestions on both UI and how
fairness aspects should be implemented in recommendation algo-
rithms need further research. Thereby, it is essential to not only
address those elements’ design, but also to evaluate whether these
fulfill the needs as expected. This will also require longitudinal
studies to assess long-term impact. Inspired by Thorndike [63], the
ultimate goal should not (only) be to have fairer systems, but that
these impact the real world: for instance, in terms of how often
artists’ songs are actually played.
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